Climate Change Adaptation for
Infrastructure and Planning: Case Studies
Risk Sciences International & OCCIAR
Supported by MOECC

Objectives
Focus on Planning and Infrastructure Adaptation Case Studies
• Legal, Planning Act requirements to consider climate change (CC)
• Need for resilient communities, infrastructure, landscapes
• Risks to communities, infrastructure, ecosystem services under CC
• Adaptation options to build more resilient communities, assets
• Putting CC science and projections into practice
• Municipal and land use planning, options, tools
• Engineering forensics, codes and standards
• Special case: Extreme rainfall design values for CC(?)
• Climate services to support CC adaptation decision-making
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INCREASING DISASTER FREQUENCY IN CANADA

Calgary 2013 ~$6B
GTA 2013 ~%1B

“If this strange and severe weather was
once hard to imagine, it’s now hard to
ignore.”
Maclean’s Magazine

Mostly weather
driven!

Source: Public Safety Canada, 2013

Becoming More Resilient to a Changing Climate… & Tougher
Resilient:
1. Able to bounce back after change or adversity.
2. Capable of preparing for, responding to, and recovering from difficult
conditions.
Synonym: Tough
From A Stronger, More Resilient New York
• New York City reinforced its Climate Change
Resilience Plan (2013) – after Hurricane Sandy
• Projections from 35 CC projections (AR5) and 2 RCPs
(4.5 & 8.5). Why?
• Advise “Risk-based Flexible Adaptation Pathways”…

Why consider a Flexible Adaptation Pathway?
New York City recognized the need for flexible adaptation.

Acceptable
risk

WHY??

Approaches to Increased Resilience
Legal and Policy Drivers
Planning, Policies, HIRAs

Infrastructure

Better Early
Warning Systems
(weather)

Soft Engineering,
Land Use
Planning,
ecosystems

Source: C. Rosenzweig, New York City Panel on Climate Change, 2013

Legal Implications of No Action on
Climate Change: Stormwater

• Stratford, ON… Paid $1.3M in emergency compensation to residents
flooded in 2002 storm as emergency compensation + $7.7M to settle
class action lawsuit ($9.9M)
• Thunder Bay, ON… Lawsuit against City seeking $375M in damages for
2012 storm… claim failure to perform maintenance and operate
wastewater treatment plant
• Mississauga, ON… Class action lawsuit against City due to repeated
flooding and declines in property values. MOECC, Halton Region CA,
Peel Region as co-defendants.
• U.S. Midwest… Insurance Co launched lawsuit against almost 200
municipalities to reclaim costs paid for flooding damage… alleged
municipalities hadn’t done enough to prevent flooding from CC.

Legal Risk Perspective on Stormwater

(From Zizzo-Allan, 2014, Stormwater Management in Ontario: Legal Issues in a
Changing Climate. Prepared for CVCA.)

• Stormwater management is a shared responsibility... all orders of
government can be sued for negligence for operational decisions.
• Each order of government has a strong incentive to consider its
existing procedures and systems in light of new information,
including climate change guidance.
• The private sector is also clearly subject to legal liability if they act
negligently and have roles to play in stormwater management.

Legal Advice on Actions to Reduce Municipal
Risks (From Zizzo-Allan, 2014, Stormwater Management in Ontario: Legal Issues in a
Changing Climate. Prepared for CVCA.)

• Use updated climate & new climate change data - pass on;
• Do not ignore information suggesting risks to people, property;
Otherwise, not meeting legal standard of care for a municipality;
• Ensure policy decisions are documented, even if too costly;
• Consider policies and decisions that enhance flood control, including
education to homeowners;
• Work with consultants, services to use best available information;
• Work with other stormwater management jurisdictions to develop
best practices and industry standards.

Ontario Municipal Planning Policy Statement
”Planning authorities shall consider the potential
impacts of climate change that may increase the
risk associated with natural hazards”

“Infrastructure…shall be provided in a
coordinated, efficient and cost-effective manner
that considers impacts from climate change”

Growth Plan for Northern Ontario
“ The Province will work with the Federal
Government, Municipalities and others to
incorporate climate change mitigation and
adaptation considerations, where appropriate,
into planning and decision-making, including
monitoring programs and tools to measure and
understand climate change and its impacts on
Northern Ontario. ”

and… Municipal Asset Management Plan Guide

Province, Municipalities required to
have asset management plans…
• Includes any external trends or issues
that may affect expected levels of
service or the municipality’s ability to
meet them (e.g., new accessibility
standards, climate change impacts)
• But, levels of service from assets will
be constrained by climate change

Slide content - Courtesy OCCIAR

Water Opportunities Act

Municipal Water Sustainability Plans to
include…
An assessment of risks that may interfere
with the future delivery of the municipal
service, including, if required by the
regulations, the risks posed by climate
change and a plan to deal with those risks.

• Ontario Building Code – Backflow valves
• Environmental Assessment guidelines
• Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act – through Hazard
Identification and Risk Assessments (HIRAs may include CC)
• Source Water Protection
Slide content - Courtesy OCCIAR

ASSET MANAGEMENT for
Climate Change –
Challenge, especially given
the often outdated climate
design values in codes,
standards (not reflecting
CURRENT climate)

Given infrastructure deficit and aging
assets, also an opportunity for
adaptation as assets are replaced.
However, replacements need to
somehow incorporate future climate.

Municipal Land Use Planning Tools
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Richardson and Otero, 2012, NRCan; Slide - Courtesy OCCIAR

Planning Tradeoffs for: GHG Mitigation
(reductions) vs Climate Change Adaptation
Complementary and Conflicting Adaptation and Mitigation Actions
Favourable Actions

Favourable for
Adaptation &
Mitigation
Energy demand
management
Water
Conservation

Unfavourable Actions

Favourable for
Mitigation… Less
favourable for
Adaptation
Urban forestry
with higher water
demand
Some biofuel
production

Favourable for
Adaptation…
Less favourable
for Mitigation
Expanded Air
Conditioning use

Unfavourable for
Mitigation and
Adaptation

Use of drainage
pumps

Traditional sprawl
development

Biodiversity
focussed forestry

Irrigation

“Smart growth”,
Low impact devel.

Fossil fuels to
meet Peak Energy

Development in
floodplains

Picture: www.greatersudburyonline.ca

Municipal and Land Use Planning to Reduce the
Risks from Climate Change

• Start: Identify climate hazards, current trends, CC projections
• Assess local & asset vulnerabilities, sensitivities, risks & opportunities
• Can the community, asset cope with the projected changes? For how
long? When are the risks likely become unacceptable? Can responses
be staged with asset replacement cycles?
• Consultations: Inclusive, participatory; Are costs acceptable? Other
options (e.g. ecosystem benefits)? Staged adaptation? Monitoring?
• Tools – Official Plans, Zoning, provincial requirements…

Municipal & Land Use Planning to Realize
Opportunities from Climate Change

• Plant hardiness zones moving north…
• Longer & warmer growing and grazing seasons, earlier crop
maturity, dual/multiple cropping, Lower winter feed, energy
• Potential for new cultivars – grains, winter canola, soybeans
• Direct CO2 benefits for C3 crops – may increase yields (+ weeds)
• But – with more variability? MANAGEMENT of CHANGING RISKS

Opportunities for Ontario’s Northern Claybelt:
Growing Season Increases from 1981-2010 to 2050s

South-eastern
Ontario

2050s: Currently, southeastern Ontario growing season conditions

How?? With what climate information?
When? And Stay flexible too?

• Many Guidebooks, Plans, documents on CC Adaptation - general
• But, very light on CC science, its applications, interpretations
• Most common approaches for planning and infrastructure include:
understand impacts and “breaking point” thresholds, monitor for
changes, learn from failures & successes, AND undertake
vulnerability and risk/opportunity assessments

The 4 Cornerstones of Climate and
Infrastructure Resilience…
Adapted from “Resilience Engineering in Practice: A Guidebook

CC Projections; Monitoring
KNOWLEDGE:
Knowing what
to expect…
Climate
trends,
projections,
impacts

MONITORING
& DETECTING:
Knowing what
to look for…
Monitoring
climate trends
and impacts

Responding; Learning
PREPARING for
RESPONSE:
Knowing what
to do…
Adaptation
planning &
prioritization

RESPONDING:
Knowing what
has happened…
Taking Action,
Reducing risks &
Learning from
failures

3. Planning, Codes & 4. Forensic analyses,
2. Thresholds,
1. Update info,
Vulnerabilities, Risk standards, Emergency Due Diligence,
Trends, Hazards,
Impacts, Projections assess, Detection Response, ecosystems Improving design

Resilience (1&2): Anticipation and Monitoring
1. Knowing what to expect under climate change

2. Knowing what to look for under the changing climate

Climate Change Projection Trends for Future
Climate Factor

Projected Trend

Increased Summer Temperatures
More Extreme Rainfall (IDF ??)
Snow Extremes & Loads
Reduced Permafrost
Ice storms

likely

Wind Extremes
Weathering

?
likely
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RISKS: More than just the Hazards

HAZARDS
Weather, trends, CC
projections,
monitoring, impacts

VULNERABILITY
Local topography,
land cover, % poor,
development,
buried streams,
aging infrastructure

COPING ABILITY
information, local
responses, planning,
resources

From Urban Climate Change Research Network

2000-2014 Major Disasters in Canada
weather
weather
weather
50%
weather 86%
weather
weather
weather
51%
weather
Can be weather influenced 44%
weather 76%
weather
weather 49%

42%

Some of the Risks to Various Sectors from Increasing
Climate/Weather Extremes (Frequencies/Intensities)
Sector
Parks and
Recreation

Flooding
Erosion, ponding

Erosion, loss of
Natural
Environment wildlife

Emergency
Response

Public
Transportation

Access (road
closures); Comm.
systems (sub-ter.
cables, etc.)
Delays/mobility
(closure of roads,
stations/hubs)

High Winds

Extreme Heat

Asset damage
(trees, facilities)
debris (public)
Asset damage
(trees, wildlife
habitats)
Hazard (debris,
vehicle overturning,
road blockage)

Health (heat stroke
staff, public)

Hazard (blockage
by debris;
overturning
vehicles)

Health (public;
staff); loads on AC,
other systems

Heat stress on
environment
Health (exposed
personnel)

Potential
impacts of the
changing
climate to
assets in a
community

Increased precipitation
Sewers, reservoirs, water
treatment, transportation,
hydro-electricity, water
quality, crops, emergencies

Higher temperatures
Vulnerable populations,
buildings, energy, AIR
QUALITY, water quality,
water supplies, crops,
transportation

Increased winds
Buildings, houses,
electrical power,
transportation,
communications,
crops & trees,
emergencies…
Snow & Ice storms
Transportation, electrical
power, communications,
housing, emergencies,
tree damage

Increased weathering
ALL infrastructure,
transportation, river and
shoreline erosion,
repair/replace costs

More drought…
Water supply &
quality, crops, surface
& ground water supply

Decreased lake
levels
Water supply, intakes,
energy, shipping,
recreation

Climate Design Information
for Infrastructure Assets
Structures

Ice & Snow
Loads

Extreme Rain
(Intensity,
Duration, Freq)

Extreme Winds,
Tornadoes

Electrical
structures

FAILURES

Towers

FAILURES

Water
Structures

FAILURE, Power FAILURES
outages

Roads, Bridges

Driving hazard,
snowmelt RISK

FAILURES –
drainage &
erosion

Signs, bridge
failure risks

Buildings

Snowload
FAILURES

Weathering;
flooding,
moisture

FAILURES

High Rise
Buildings

Neighbouring
buildings (+ ice
sheets)

Flooding low
levels, moisture
problems

FAILURE RISKS

Risk of failure

Power outages;
failure-tornado

Risks to infrastructure services

Mainstreaming climate change science
Traditional models approach

Climate model-led
What if climate extremes change
according to scenarios x, y, z?
Climate Change Models

Risk management approach

Risk-Thresholds-led
What can infrastructure cope with?
“Thresholds”, priorities for action?
Climate sensitivities?
Vulnerabilities?

Sensitivities? Impacts?

Failure thresholds? Lifespan?

Is Adaptation needed?

Risk? Various adaptation options?

No
No new
measures.

Yes
New measures
needed.

Are new adaptation measures
needed by ~ 20xx?

Small changes in climate will matter…

Number of Claims/day

As thresholds are approached

Figure removed – work pending publication
Figure with insurance claims (and $ losses) per day vs peak
daily wind speed for a south-central Ontario municipality –
shows dramatic increases in claims and losses for peak
speeds above a critical threshold.
Peak wind gusts

Wind forces/damages increase dramatically with wind speed

Extreme Winds: Risk Implications

• Wind forces/damages increase dramatically with wind speed
e.g. 15-20% increase … >700% increase in damages

• Projections: Although uncertain, projections indicate ~30%
increase in gusts > 90kph by 2050s
• Implications: Needed changes to codes & standards,
municipal operations, emergency response
• Responses: Updated codes & standards, better emergency
response, redundancy, maintenance, tornado resilience

Projected increases in Frequencies of Daily Extreme Wind
Gusts > 90kph (#/year) for 2050s: Statistical Downscaling
~ 20-30%

~ 60%

> 25%

Chad Shouquan Cheng, Guilong Li, Qian Li, Heather Auld, & Chao Fu, 2012.
J. Climate, 25, 3390–3408.
Chad Shouquan Cheng, Edwina Lopes, Chao Fu, and Zhiyong Huang, 2014.
J. Climate, 27, 1255–1270.
+ two other 2014 peer-reviewed papers

~ 25%
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Critical Freezing Rain Thresholds for Above Ground Power
Line Failures – Eastern North America
Failures under Extreme Ice
Storms - freezing rain (mm)
Communication towers

mm
>40

Transmission line failures
Distribution line failures –
ice loads

25-30

Distribution Line Outages –
tree breakage

12-20

Slippery roads

<10

Lasting Ice Storms: Risk Implications

• Projections: Potential for > 40-50% increase by 2050s;
Greatest risks for mid-winter (i.e. shorter winters)
• Responses: Better standards, tree trimming practices,
maintenance & replacement, enhanced response,
emergency planning, asset management

% Increase for Dec-Feb months

Probable increases in longer lasting ice
storms (initial winter warming)

Future Time Period

From: Cheng et al, 2007 & 2011

Cheng, C. S., H. Auld, G. Li, J. Klaassen, and Q. Li, 2007. Possible impacts of climate change on freezing rain in south-central
Canada using downscaled future climate scenarios. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 7, 71–87, 2007
Chad Shouquan Cheng, Guilong Li, Qian Li, and Heather Auld, 2010: A Synoptic Weather Typing Approach to Simulate Daily
Rainfall and Extremes in Ontario, Canada: Potential for Climate Change Projections. J. Appl. Meteor. Climatol., 49, 845–866.

Winter Storms: Lake Effect Snow

• Lake-effect snow can account for up to 40% of winter
precipitation in snowbelts
• Lake effect snowfall increasing locally/regionally…
• Warmer and less ice covered Great Lakes, more
evaporation, more winter precipitation… still expect Arctic
outbreaks in future
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Projected Changes in Lake Effect Snowfall, 2050s
(Gula and Peltier, 2012)
• Used regional (CCSM)
climate model + lake
mode (Flake)
• Reduced ice cover on
Great Lakes by 2050s;
• Reduced average
snowfall in general
except…
• Small increases in
historical snowbelt
regions by 2050-60.

Mean changes for January and February snowfall water
equivalent for 2050–60 period compared to 1979–2001
period. (hatched = historical snowbelt)

More Intense Rainfall & Precipitation Events

•
•
•

CC Projections: Around 30-40% increase in days with heavy
rainfall (> 25mm), bigger extremes
Responses: Good rainfall data, updated climate design values,
codes & standards, lifecycle replacement to higher standards,
backflow valves, berms…
But, challenges to incorporating climate change extremes

Important for Municipalities to know their risks
under climate change…

• We must adapt … But without GHG mitigation we will reach a point
where it is impossible to adapt
• Flood damage is a recurrent risk
• Land use planning is a cost efficient means of adaptation
• Difficult decisions – development revenues vs reinforcing
infrastructure vs relocating infrastructure vs costs of coping
• Public and municipal buy-on needed – difficult to implement

The 4 Cornerstones of Climate and
Infrastructure Resilience…
Adapted from “Resilience Engineering in Practice: A Guidebook

KNOWLEDGE:
Knowing what
to expect…
Climate
trends,
projections,
impacts

MONITORING
& DETECTING:
Knowing what
to look for…
Monitoring
climate trends
and impacts

PREPARING for
RESPONSE:
Knowing what
to do…
Adaptation
planning &
prioritization

RESPONDING:
Knowing what
has happened…
Taking Action,
Reducing risks &
Learning from
failures

3. Planning, Codes & 4. Forensic analyses,
2. Thresholds,
1. Update info,
Vulnerabilities, Risk standards, Emergency Due Diligence,
Trends, Hazards,
Impacts, Projections assess, Detection Response, ecosystems Improving design

Reducing Future Disasters, Infrastructure Failures
Hard engineering options:
• Better and new building and engineering codes, standards, practices
• Larger “safety factors”, more redundancy in infrastructure design
• Expensive retrofits of the most vulnerable or “at risk” structures
• Phased adaptation structures – berms built for additional height/safety
Soft engineering options:
• Maintain the services provided by ecosystems – maintain ecosystems
• Merging of soft (green) and hard infrastructure solutions
• Land use and Municipal Planning

Range of Climate Adaptation Options
Low regrets (e.g. good
Do nothing

Current Climate
Strengthen existing
& new (e.g. safety
factors; return periods;
retrofits)

climate values, disaster
planning, maintenance)

Manage
vulnerabilities (e.g.
PIEVC risk assessment)

Monitor; Improve science

New approaches
(e.g. deep water cool)

With Climate Change
DESIGN (new structures?)

Safety Factors;
Stage; Flexible

Include future
climate (PIEVC)

OPERATIONS (existing/new)

Improve (Repair &
retrofit; maintenance)

Financial
(insurance;
Mun. reserves)

Range of Adaptation Options: Consider
planned lifespan of asset, program…
Future
Climate

Existing
Climate

Years
from
today 0

10

20

30

40

Distant
Future
Climate

50

60

70

80

90

10043

Flexible adaptation options working with
Infrastructure Lifecycle Timeframes
Structures

Expected Lifecycle

Houses/Buildings

Retrofit/alterations 15-20 yrs
Demolition 50-100 yrs

Sewer

Major upgrade 50 yr

Dams/Water Supply

Refurbishment 20-30 yrs
Reconstruction 50 yrs

Bridges

Maintenance annually
Resurface concrete 20-25 yrs
Reconstruction 50-100 yrs

Improved Asset management

Forensic Climate-Engineering Studies
• Learn from infrastructure failures under climate/weather events
• Helps to identify climate & infrastructure failure thresholds
• Joint engineering and climate analyses – Assess climate risk
components e.g. roof collapses, road washouts
• incorporate trends, climate change projections for changing risks
• Similar to tornado damage assessments – EF1, EF2, et
• Consider all climate hazards – snowmelt, heavy rainfall, snow
overload, permafrost thawing, ice storms, extreme winds, tornadoes
• Initially piloted in North, now under review for other regions

NBCC & CSA Life-Saving Tornado Design
Measures
• Life-saving measures based on forensics analyses of 1985
Barrie-Grand Valley tornado hits and fatalities/serious injuries
• Over 90% of fatalities and serious injuries due to following:
(a) ineffective anchorage of floors/walls into the foundation and
(b) Poor anchorage of roofs down through concrete block walls.
• CSA standards and NBCC require life-saving measures in
“tornado prone” regions – but needs municipal implementation

Anchorage and Life-saving Tornado Measures: NBCC & CSA

Engineering & Climate Vulnerability
Studies (PIEVC)
• Engineers Canada Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability
Committee Protocol (PIEVC)
• Requires engineering, climate/climate change, operator expertise
• Buildings, Stormwater, Wastewater & Water Treatment infrastructure,
roads & bridges, electrical distribution & transmission systems,
winter/ice roads
• Considers extreme, mean climates; Breaking point climate thresholds;
forensic analyses; codes, standards and existing practices; weathering;
operational practices for extreme weather

Increasing Climate Resilience through
new and updated Codes and Standards
• Many have outdated climate values (Highway & Bridge Code)
• National Building Code of Canada 2015: Option to include CC
adaptation, given scientific evidence
• New CSA standards (IDFs) and New Northern CSA standards
• Changes to & new Codes/Standards: Require “evidence”
• Need forensic analyses – learn from failures, vulnerabilities

Increasing Snow Loads, Thawing Permafrost in
Northern Regions
• CSA S502 includes: Roof inspections, snow measurements locally,
recognizing snow loads breaking points, warning signs of potential
collapse, evacuation & marking, safe roof snow clearing procedures
• Ground snow loads (weights, densities) in National and Ontario
Building Codes need updating – but Significant snow data shortfalls
• PLUS new standards for Permafrost (3) & Community drainage
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Standard for Extreme Rainfall Design Values

CSA PLUS 4013
guideline/standard
http://shop.csa.ca/en/canada/infrastruct
ure-and-public-works/plus-4013-2nded-pub-2012/invt/27030802012

• V2 issued in 2012. Includes:
• Meteorology of extreme
rainfall
• Rainfall data collection
• How to derive IDF values
• Best practices for applying
IDF information
• Climate change, IDF values &
adaptation
• Due diligence for CC
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Why IDF curves?
•
•
•
•

An IDF curve tells you how rare given rain storm(s) is/are
Env Can releases “official” curves based on standard procedures
Assumes a stationary extreme rainfall climate
Typically, calculated for stations with rate of rainfall data – 5, 10,
15, 30 minute extreme rainfalls; 1, 2, 6, 12, 24 hours accumulated
extreme rainfalls
• Increasingly, calculated using regional frequency approaches
• US (NOAA) calculates additional 1-30 day accumulated rainfalls
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Intense Rainfalls: Rainfall Intensity-DurationFrequency Values
From fine to global scales…
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Precipitation Extremes likely to increase
more than averages
Fraction of Annual Precipitation coming from “Extreme
Precipitation events” (top 5% of daily events)
18

2080s

16
14
12
10

2050s

Percentage Change

20

8
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Evaluation of IDF Curves for the Future Climate
• TRCA-Essex CA study evaluated 10 different experimental approaches
used to generate future IDF values; via McMaster U & U of Waterloo
• Note that there is no uniformly accepted method and approach for
developing IDF information in light of climate change
• Study results indicate large variations among approaches, inconsistencies
• Difficult for water management stakeholders to interpret future IDF
curves and understand their uncertainty levels
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Evaluation of IDF Curves for the Future Climate
• Different downscaling methods applied to 15 EC stations (EssexWindsor & Greater Toronto Areas)
• Carefully Q/C extreme rainfall data first… GEV extreme analyses best
• Greatest uncertainties with short-duration, high-intensity events (15
minute to 1-hour events above the 25-year return period)
• Variability greater in the Windsor area – more thunderstorms
• Significant discrepancies between modelled values and historical
observations - suggests downscaling adjustments always needed to
correct for inherent climate model biases, especially for extremes
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• High level of uncertainty on future IDF approaches
• Possible useful range of design storm values (albeit with
caution) – uncertainties lower for longer durations and
shorter return periods e.g. 5-20 year and 3-24 hour events
• Consider Multi-model approach (best performing climate
models??)…
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The Way Forward: IDF Curves for the Future
• Most reasonable way forward for now – re-evaluate current levels of
risk … consider existing best practices and policies for design
• “Way Forward”: Consider historical extremes, and information on the
thresholds and vulnerabilities of systems (e.g. forensics, best values)
• Consider robust “no-low regrets” approaches for a range of extreme
precipitation regimes
• Improve current procedures used to generate IDF values
• Fundamental assumptions in generating future IDF values – not
robust for short duration, high intensity storms (thunderstorms)
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Similar Results: Alabama Inter-Comparison of IDF
Approaches under Climate Change
• Alabama study – Similar conclusions … “No Magic Bullets”!
• Results inconclusive – some bias corrected RCMs (regional models)
show increases, some decreases - depending on the return period…
• Way Forward - Consider best practices, no to low regrets approaches,
improved historical design values with trends, current vulnerabilities
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Best Practices, Low regrets Actions
• Consider CSA PLUS 4013 for IDF values and their uses
• Best practices include:
•
•
•
•
•

Support rainfall monitoring, monitoring & detection of trends
Updated and improved IDF curves, regional IDF approaches
Low impact development, major systems, water storage
Combined sewer disconnect, backwater valves (basements)
Staged adaptation, additional safety factors

IDF Regional
Frequency
Approach

Adaptation Examples: Extreme Rainfall
Municipalities, Conservation Authorities:
• More rainfall data, better rainfall design values
• Low impact development:
•
•

Rain gardens
Roof collection

• Stormwater infrastructure upgrades
• Back-water valves & sump pumps; Downspout
disconnects

Other Actions:
• Home owner water credit for increasing
infiltration, rain water collection
• Tax credit for planting approved trees

Elm Drive, South Mississauga: Permeable Planters,
Bioretention planters (rain garden)

Stormwater runs through permeable
pavers & bioretention planters before
discharging to existing storm sewers

BEFORE

AFTER… Various aggregate & Salt
tolerant native plants

Elm Drive, Mississauga – Results of LID Retrofits
• Majority of rain events did not produce ANY runoff (ie. 95% of rainfalls)
• 2013 event ~ 100 year storm – reduced peak loads and held back runoff
for ~ 40 minutes
• Contaminants reduced by > 94%; Also provides groundwater recharge
~ 60%
rainwater
stored

Rainwater
stored

Staged Adaptation and Flood Protection Landforms:
Berms and Toronto’s Don River (Corktown Common) Park
“the meadows that will save Bay Street”…

New park doubles as flood protection for downtown financial district
• Brownfield site on Western bank of lower Don River
• $135M - doubles as a 8.5-metre-high berm designed to protect the
eastern downtown from a major flood (~500 year r.p., approx. H Hazel)
• Passed the July 8, 2013 test for downtown protection… elsewhere?
• Additional protection can be added – height, land for biodiversity
• Adaptation response to a largely impervious watershed

Moving from Talk (NATO) to Action…OR…
Bridging the Gap from Climate Science to Decisions
• U.S. NOAA sometimes refers to the gap between climate science(s)
and needs of climate sensitive decision-makers as “Valley of Death”
• Term from industry - challenges of transitioning R&D programs to
operations, decision-making
Decisionmaker needs

Climate
science

“Valley of Death”
i.e. gap between
climate data, climate
change science and
real needs of decisionmakers for information
and tools

“Despite scientists' and practitioners' best
of intentions, too often promising
discoveries in climate science never make it
to operational products and useful data or
science languish without practical
application.”
U.S. National Research Council, 2000. Climate
Research to Operations.
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Some General Guidance already out there…

http://www.ouranos.ca

http://www.waterbudget.ca

http://shop.csa.ca/en/canada/infrastructureand-public-works/plus-4013-2nd-ed-pub2012/invt/27030802012

http://www.ipcc.ch

Bridging the Gap Between Climate Science and
Decision-Making: The User Perspective

Some Guiding Principles: Messages from Today
• The science is ever-changing, so it is important to keep up-to-date
• Climate change projections should be put into context with historical
climate
• We don’t know more about the future climate than the historical climate
– beware of “false” CC projection promises (i.e. ~ hundreds of metres)
• Communication of the science is important – many users do not read
scientific climate journals! Information must be interpreted &
communicated to suit decision-making.
• It would be impossible to expect all users to have the data/skills to
develop projections and implement climate adaptation actions internally

Some More Guiding Principles
• Coming up with ‘numbers’ is only the first step. Challenge is to develop and
implement “palatable” and realistic adaptation actions/ policies.
• Don’t feel too overwhelmed – dialogue is coming.
• Climate scientists and decision-makers need to work together
•
•
•
•
•

Use multiple climate models (ensembles) – remember their uncertainties
Understand that some climate data elements are more reliable than others
Trends in climate extremes and means can be different – observed, projected
Finer resolution is not necessarily better. Consider precision vs accuracy
Uncertainty components vary over time (Natural Variability, GHG Emissions,
Model Formulation, projection period)

Usable Climate Information for Decision-making
- Depends on the intended use and decisions
Usable Information can range from qualitative statements of change to
ensemble model projections, to tailored projections – all with some
indication of uncertainty.
• When uncertainties are high, a ‘no-low regrets’ adaptation approach might
be best (catch up, better adapt to TODAY’S climate conditions!)
• Learn from past failures and successes e.g. forensic analyses
• Some practitioners are more accustomed to dealing with uncertainties e.g.
engineering and addition of another “safety factor”
• Is the climate element more or less reliable? For the near-term (2020s),
mid-term (2050s) or long-term (2080s)? Replacement life cycles…

Need for Relevant Climate Information,
Uncertainties to support Adaptation Actions

From the Union of
Concerned
Scientist’s 2011
calendarhttp://www.ucsusa
.org/scientific_inte
grity/science_idol/
2010-science-idolcontestants.html

